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Classica Americana, 1935-41

Box 1: Descriptive Material, 1937-41; Lists of Bibliographical and Biographical Sources, 1941; Preliminary Material, A-Z

Descriptions of Project
   Undated manuscript
   Undated mimeographed letter
   Copy from Classical Weekly (volume 30, 1937, pp. 235-6)
   "Unsolicited Expressions about Classical Americana"
   A Few Sample Pages of Bibliography and Biography
   Mailing Lists of the Classical Association of the Pacific States
   American Journal of Archeology
   Unidentified

Lists of Bibliographical and Biographical Sources Consulted and Excepted--final lists and drafts, assistants notes "To be done"
   Note to Dr. Oldfather, December 4, 1941

List of Publishers
   Directory of Institutions of Higher Learning in Latin American Republics, October, 1941
   Author List, (draft), Comprehensive List of Authors Included
   Biographical Data (draft), List of authors, with Biographical Annotations, with directions for typist
   Preliminary Materials--brief entries which include author, title, publisher, and date. Markings on box read "These are preliminary (?), for work on biographies. E. J." (September, 1950, for Edith Jones, Classics Librarian) Arranged alphabetically.
      A-C
      D-H
      I-P
      Q-Z

Manuscript work papers for the Classica Americana, arranged alphabetically by author. Includes correspondence with authors or libraries regarding citations, 1935-41

Box 2: A-E

Box 3: F-L

Box 4: M-Sh

Box 5: Si-Z